
Corvus and eProvenance have teamed up to bring wineries, 
breweries and beverage distributors industry-leading 
monitoring and insurance coverage for sensitive cargo

Our Program

Buy Smart Cargo + Cyber Insurance
You'll have our comprehensive Ocean Cargo coverage with the 
industry's first affirmative Cyber endorsement designed for cargo.

Monitor with eProvenance
Purchase monitoring services for your preferred storage location 
and at least 5 shipments in excess of $100,000 in value during 
your first policy year (package cost of $1,500). 

Monitoring from eProvenance:

● Engages your customers, assures them of wine quality and 
enhances their brand experience and loyalty. 

● Heightens the value of your insurance by clearly indicating 
when temperature conditions have preserved quality or   
caused damage.

Score and Save
eProvenance shares your shipment and storage scores with 
Corvus and if your aggregate eProvenance Scores remain at or 
above 80, you receive the benefit of a 50% reduction in transit 
and warehouse deductibles.

Meet Corvus
Our mission is to empower 
brokers and policyholders to 
better predict and mitigate risk.

We build Smart Commercial 
Insurance© policies and helpful 
tools based on new sources of 
data we identify and analyze with 
techniques like machine learning. 

With Corvus, your clients get 
actionable information they can 
use to predict and prevent cyber 
claims, and our partnerships with 
sensor providers enables 
enhanced coverage options for 
sensitive goods. 

Corvus is an MGA writing marine 
cargo insurance on Skyward 
Specialty Insurance paper rated 
A-, IX by A.M. Best.

About eProvenance
eProvenance is the leader in 
solutions to monitor and analyze 
shipment and storage conditions 
of sensitive and perishable cargo. 
In eProvenance, Corvus 
policyholders get a partner for 
integrated monitoring services, 
including the use of proprietary 
sensors for tracking the 
temperature of shipments, an 
online dashboard for viewing 
reports and analysis, and the 
eProvenance Score, which clearly 
indicates the extent of shipment 
damage (if any). 

CorvusInsurance.com
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Smart Cargo + CyberTM  insurance 
for the wine and spirits industry


